Abstract-This paper considers a natural and widel y preva lent setting where a collection of one dimensional time series evolve in a causal manner, and one is interested in inferring the graph governing the causalit y between these processes in a high dimensional setting. We consider this problem in the special case where variables are discrete and updates are Markov. We develop a new algorithm to learn causal graph structure based on the notion of directed information, and anal y ticall y and empiricall y demonstrate its performance. Our algorithm is an adaptation of a greed y heuristic for learning undirected graphical models, with modifications to leverage causalit y . Anal y ticall y , the challenge lies in determining sample complexit y , given the dependencies between samples.
I. INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we investigate methodologies for learning the (Markov) graph that represents the dependencies between parameters in time series data. Specifically, we study the following problem: We are given a collection Xv, v E V of time series whose evolution is governed by a directed graph.
For each v E V, the value X�+l at time t + 1 depends on the values XJ of the set of parents of v in the directed graph at time t, and conditioned on these, X�+l is independent of all other nodes. The task we focus on is stated as follows: On observing the processes {x�, v E V} for some time horizon t :s: n, we desire to find the corresponding directed graph associated with the dependencies within these processes.
Learning causal relationships in discrete-valued multivari ate (or multi-dimensional) time series is important in many areas including epidemiology, safety planning, genetics, cli mate modeling, neuro-sciences, planning recommendation driven business. In all these cases it is often important to understand the cause-effect relationships between different components of the data. For example, learning causal rela tionships between different kinds of epidemics helps to take pre-cautions where as understanding the causality between neural-spikes at different locations in the nervous system unveils the functioning of neural systems. There are many such examples where it is important to learn the causal graph that encodes the causal relationships between components of a time-series.
In this work, we aim to learn the underlying directed graph of causality of a multivariate process (time-series) from an observation of finite duration. As many processes in real-life can be characterized using a finite-windowed memory, we ' We like to thank NSF grants 1017525 and 0954059, and the Army Research Office (ARO) for supporting this research.
consider stationary Markov processes to capture a broad class of systems. We propose a low complexity greedy algorithm that bases on the concept of directed mutual information / conditional entropy. We provide theoretical guarantees on the successful recovery of the underlying directed graph and prove that the sample complexity of the algorithm is logarithmic in the number of process variables. We also show results for the performance of our proposed algorithm on computer generated data and also show that our algorithm can learn the parent-child relationships even when there are possibly cyclic causations.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Sec tion I-A discusses the approaches towards learning causality in time-series and the relevant fields for applications of this problem. In Sec. II, we explain the problem at hand in more detail. Sec. III provides a brief introduction to relevant concepts and describes the closely related work in [1] for learning undirected graphical models from i.i.d data and points out the differences with this work. In Sec. IV, we present a greedy algorithm for learning causal depen dence (directed) graph for Markovian time-series and present correctness results and sample complexity bounds for the algorithm. In Sec. VI, we present simulation results.
A. Related Work
Undirected and directed graphical models have found successful application in diverse fields for studying systems of inter-dependent variables. In scenarios where the true dependence among these variables is unknown, there has been significant work on learning them from i.i.d samples [2] , [3] , [4] ; following seminal work in this field by Chow and Liu [5] . Note that there are two families of graphical models: undirected, primarily used to capture statistical dependencies between variables, and directed graphical models that go a step further in representing causal relationships between them. To date, a majority of existing literature in graphical models has focused on undirected ones, including those cited above. In recent years, the concept of graphical models has been extended to study inter-dependent time-series [6] , [7] . In this context, the tail of an edge of the directed graph is an 'influencing' process and head is an 'influenced' process. This idea of generalizing graphical model to time series has been applied to multiple domains including finance [8] , medicine [9] , neuro-science [lO] , [11] .
Understanding the causality in dynamics of a system is equivalent to learning the underlying directed graph. Note that in learning the graph of a process the learner is given correlated samples from a multi-dimensional process rather than i.i.d vector samples. [7] learns the causal or directed graph of a stationary multivariate Gaussian process using frequency domain methods. [12] proposes a method of poly nomial sample complexity for learning graph of real-valued linear time-invariant systems.
Due to its many application in genetics, epidemiology, climate modeling and neuro-sciences, learning causality in discrete-valued (or non-numeric valued) time series is of inunense importance [13] , [14] , [15] , [10] , [13] . Towards this insights obtained from the rich literature on learning graphical models from discrete valued samples are useful. In their seminal work, Chow and Liu learn a tree model for dependent random variables by running max-weight spanning tree algorithm with edge weight being the estimate of the mutual information between the variables computed from samples [5] . The information theoretic approach has been generalized to learn more general ensembles of undirected graphical models in [1], [16] . However as mutual information is symmetric function of the processes, it does not capture the direction of causation between them.
In Directed mutual information, a quantity first defined in [18] , is an asymmetric quantity that captures dependencies between two processes and has been used to learn causality in systems (reviewed in [19] ). In [17] , Quinn et al. uses Chow Liu algorithm to learn directed tree for a stationary process using estimates of directed mutual information computed using universal source coding based method proposed in [20] . Though this method is asymptotically accurate when the true model is a tree, but has no guarantee on sample complexity. Moreover this method can not learn a general directed graph of causality.
A concurrent line of work studies time series using a dynamic Bayesian network approach as proposed in [21] . This idea has been extended and applied by [22] , [23] and others. These papers address the case where causality structure is an acyclic graph and do not have theoretical guarantees on complete recovery of the underlying graph of causality.
II. PROBLEM SETTING
Consider a discrete-time multi-dimensional random pro cess X = {Xv: v E V} where V with IVI = p is the index-set for the one-dimensional component processes. The process is stationary and Markovian with the following transition probability kernel. rather it is the abstract representation of causality structure (the cause and effect processes) across time that we want to learn.
Here pa( i) is the set of indices on which the component process i depends. For an arbitrary Markovian probability transition kernel, these dependencies are not necessarily sym metric. Nevertheless, these dependencies can be represented by a graph, in this case one with directed edges where an edge from i to j implies that component process j has Markovian dependence on the component process i.
In Figure 1 we present an example to illustrate the evo lution of the process. X l is a parent of X3, i.e. the present value of X3 is controlled by its own value and the value of X l at the previous time step, i.e. given X� -l and xi-\ Xj does not depend on any other process values up to time t.
Similar kind of dependence exists between X4 and X 2 . The dotted lines show this dependence among variables across time.
In this paper, we address the problem of learning the causal dependence among participating univariate time-series, given n contiguous samples of X. Therefore, our goal is to learn directed graph 9 associated with X from observations {x t , 1::; t ::; n} . Note that the samples of the process are not independent across time and learning the causal graph is not same as learning statistical similarity between component processes. Thus this problem involves a different challenge of learning propagation of influence from one component process to another using dependent samples.
III. PRELIMINARIES
Given a variable Y and a set of variables Z B taking values in a finite alphabet, conditional entropy of Y given ZB is defined as H(YIZB) = Ly,ZB -p(y, ZB) log p(YlzB)' [1] propose a greedy iterative algorithm to learn an undirected graphical model from i.i.d. samples with empirical conditional entropy (entropy calculated using empirical probability measure) as a metric. The algorithm initializes the neighborhood estimate for each node i as an empty set and at each iteration greedily includes that node into the neighborhood estimate, which reduces empirical conditional entropy of the node i by maximum amount, when added to the current neighborhood estimate. The algorithm works well in practice and has provable guarantee for graphical models with correlation decay and large girths when (3) is true with the difference being uniformly bounded away from zero.
The aforementioned measures for dependence can be generalized for random processes. The dependence be tween process X i = { XJ , 1 :s; t :s; n} and Xj = {Xj , 1 :s; t :s; n} can be quantified by mutual information I (X 1 : n. xl: n ) = ,,--m I (X 1 : n. X t IXl :
both of these fail to capture the direction of causal effect between Xi and Xj. Towards this, analogous information theoretic quantities namely directed mutual information and directed conditional entropy allow us to identify the direction of causal effect [18] . For a given set of process indices B, directed conditional entropy of Xi given XB is defined as
As conditioning reduces entropy [24] , H(X i IIXB) :s; H(X i IIXB, ) for B' C B. The smallest B for which H(X i IIXB) achieves minimum is pa(i). This follows from the property of the causality graph of a process (Sec. II) that implies X t is independent of X l :t-l given X l :t :-l .
, k
Under the one-step Markov assumption on X and by the spatial Markov property of the causality graph, for any i E V and B :2 pa( i) we have
When X is stationary, we have
Here we drop the time index to denote each term by H(Xi IXi -l,XBl) where -1 in the superscript denotes a delay by one time step. Thus for sufficiently large n, ob taining the directed conditional entropy H(X i IIXB) is same as obtaining H(Xi IXi -l, XB I ).
Note that for node i E V, A c pa(i), and j E pa(i)\A, we have H(XIX :-I X -I X -:-I) < H(XIX :-I X -I )
This follows from the fact that conditioning reduces entropy. Moreover, the spatial Markov property (eq. 1) ensures that we have
Based on (5), (6), and (7), we propose a greedy algorithm to learn causal dependency directed graph for X as described in 
IV. ALGORITHM
In this section we propose a low-complexity greedy algo rithm to learn the underlying directed graph that encodes the causal relationships in a multi-dimensional time series. The algorithm uses conditional directed entropy introduced above as a metric for greedily constructing the graph of interest.
Idea: For i,j E V, if process j causally influences process i, then directed entropy of the process i conditioned on a set A ;i j decreases when j is included in the set A. Based on this observation we design the algorithm to estimate pa( i) iteratively. At each iteration it finds a node that reduces the conditional directed entropy of i maximally, and includes it in the estimated set pa( i) if the reduction is non-negligible. In the end the algorithm prunes pa to remove any superfluous inclusion.
The algorithm has two major parts, greedy and pruning. All greedy and pruning steps run for each node and can be run in parallel. Below we describe the main steps that the algorithm goes through for each node or process index i .
• Filtering: Removes process indices or nodes from the search that do not reduce directed entropy of process i when conditioned on.
• Greedy: This is the main part of the algorithm where the parent set pa( i) is estimated iteratively.
Best: This step picks the process index k that is best in terms of reducing conditional directed entropy of the process i among the processes that have not been included in pa( i) yet (and also not a non parent ancestor as ensured in the next step). Non-parent Ancestor: It checks whether conditional directed entropy of i conditioned on the current pa(i) and X/;l is less than the same conditioned on pa( i) and X/;2. A node k that fails this test is included in the set of 'possible' non-parent ances tors Rej. If a chosen best node is not a non-parent ancestor as per the previous step, it is included into pa(i). Once a new node is included into pa(i), Rej is emptied to reconsider those nodes.
• Pruning: This step picks a node from the constructed pa( i) whose removal does not increase conditional di rected entropy of i given pa( i). Filtering step reduces the search space and thus keeps the number of spurious inclusions small ensuring that the sample complexity of the pruning step is low.
In greedy steps, the algorithm finds a node that reduces the conditional directed entropy by maximal amount. Then it checks whether the influence of the 'best' node reaches i in one time step or in multiple time steps. Note that an influential non-parent ancestor as in the diamond graph example in Figure 2a , may have stronger effect on i than any of the parents. But the influence of k reaches i in more than one time step. This observation can be used to learn parents even in this diamond graph, which is a hard problem in case of learning undirected graphs [1].
On the other hand there may be a node k that has a direct edge to a node i in the causality graph and also has a different directed path to i. If the influence that reaches i from k on the other directed path is much stronger than the direct influence, then it may be included in the non-parent ancestor set at an iteration of the algorithm. Rej is emptied after every inclusion into pa( i) to prevent such a node getting eliminated permanently.
The pruning step is important to avoid the corner cases like the one shown in Figure 2b . It may happen that an influential non-parent ancestor may effect another node u very strongly. Thus in this way u has indirect effect on i and may be picked in the greedy step as 'best' node. Note that as effect from influential non-parent takes one time step to reach u, u may pass the test for non-parent ancestor. To remove such superfluous inclusions pruning is important. Given the parents are already in pa( i), removal of any superfluous node does not increase conditional directed entropy of i. On the other hand, removal of any parent node increases conditional directed entropy of i (section III).
For each node i the algorithm iterates over all other nodes to pick the best node that minimizes conditional directed entropy. Even in extreme worst case at most p such best Be�: k E arg�injEV\{Rej u U u fa(i)} H ilfa(i),j 8:
if H(Xi IXi -1 ,Xia( i ) ,X/;2) < H ilfa(i),k -E then
10:
Non-parent ancestor: Rej +--Rej U {k} 11:
pa(i) +--pa(i) U {k}
13:
Rej +--0 
V. MAIN RESULTS
In what follows we present the theoretical guarantees for the proposed algorithm. We show that our algorithm can provably recover the underlying causal relationships in a multi-dimensional Markov process with high probability. Moreover we show that the number of samples required by this algorithm for learning the causal relationship with high probability grows logarithmically with the dimension of the multivariate process.
A. Assumptions
To seek provable learning guarantees on the proposed greedy algorithm, the process of interest X has to follow some structure. Next, we discuss the structural properties that are required to be satisfied and subsequently discuss their significance.
Assumption 1: The underlying undirected graph corre sponding to the directed graph that captures causal relation ships in the multi-dimensional process is degree-bounded by 'f/ and all transitions in the joint process (1) that occur with positive probability are bounded below by a constant A > O. 
Assumption 3: For all B � V\ {i} and k E R\pa(i) (there is a directed path from VT E R to i), we have
Assumption 4: For i, j E V, if there does not exist a directed path from j to i, then
if the undirected distance d( i, j) between node i and node j in the underlying graph, i.e., length of the shortest path from i and j after removing directions from edges is at least d, an integer independent of the graph size.
Assumption 1 ensures that the graph has degree 0(1) and all possible transitions happens often enough to be estimated correctly. This is a standard assumptions in literature on sample based graph learning. By the definition of causality and causal graph (as in Sec.
II), inequality 8 is always true for any j E pa( i), A � pa \j and S C V\j, for E = O. As every node has a finite parent set and every parent has non-zero influence (otherwise it is not a parent), for some E > 0 the strict inequality is true for S = 0. Hence in Assumption 2 we only impose the additional condition that the strict inequality is also true for S containing non-ancestor nodes which is likely when each parent has significant influence on its child. Note that H(Xi IXi -\ XB\ Xk\ Xk2) H(Xi IXi -\ XB\ Xk2) for a non-parent ancestor k of i. This is due to the Markov property in time and the fact that effect of a non-parent ancestor reaches in more than one time step and XJ depends on Xk -I only through value of X k at time prior to t -1. Also note that as conditioning reduces entropy,
H(XIX� I X -I X -I X -2) < H(XIX� I X -I X -I )
Assumption 3 only requires that this inequality be strict. Note that as the graph is finite and there are only finite such inequalities there exists an E > 0 to bound the gap in the strict inequality from below.
Assumption 4 is related to the correlation decay assump tion, which is also prevalent in most graph learning prob lems. This assumption however is weaker than the standard correlation decay assumption as it requires that influence of a process associated with a sufficiently far away node is below a threshold only if it is a non-ancestral node.
In all the cases 2E is picked for the ease of exposition in the proofs. We require E > 0 because we have to estimate entropies from samples. Hence a non-zero margin is needed to avoid errors in decision making based on these values. We show in our theoretical guarantees that the requirement on the margin (E) goes to zero with increasing number of samples.
B. Theoretical Guarantees
Our algorithm has provable guarantees on the probability of correct recovery of the true graph and on the sample complexity. Our main theoretical result is summarized in the following theorem which involves the mixing time of the Markov chain. Note that , mixing time of a Markov chain with stationary distribution 1f ( -) is defined as min {t :
Theorem V.I. 9 be the causal directed graph associated with a p-variate stationary Markovian time series X on a finite space as defined in (1) and X satisfies the assumptions 1-4 with T being its O.I-mixing time. Given E = 2E'log I � I ,
number of samples n = S1 � In The theorem implies that with high probability the greedy algorithm correctly learns the underlying causal relationship in the multi-dimensional time-series and the number of samples required for this is logarithmic in the dimension of the process. Note that though in the order sense the sample complexity is similar to that of the greedy learning of undirected graphical model, this algorithm requires more samples. The reason behind this is that Markovian samples being strongly correlated have lesser rate of information than that of i.i.d samples. Also as one needs to exploit the information hidden in spread of influence over time to learn the bad case (diamond graph), the sample complexity increases. Proof of this theorem bases on using the properties of the underlying directed causal graph of the process and on a concentration result for Markov chains. Here we briefly describe the main intuition behind the proof. Details of the proof are presented in section VII.
As addition of a parent node into the conditioning set strictly reduces the conditional directed entropy of a process, the estimated parent set constructed by the algorithm during the greedy steps includes the true parent set, with high probability. The algorithm also ensures that no non-parent ancestor is included in the estimated parent set by checking the two step conditional entropy. Finally the pruning method ensures that no node which does not have any direct effect is excluded. Guarantees on sample complexity follow using concentration results for Markov chains, and noting that the true parent set and the parent set estimated by the greedy algorithm are 0(1).
Remark V.2. The algorithm can be easily extended to block Markov processes using the same basic ideas. All proofs also generalize to the block Markov case when similar assumptions as in Sec. V-A are used fo r such processes.
VI. SIMULATIONS
We evaluate the performance of our algorithm on computer generated data. Given a graph, for each node i, we use a scalar Vi and a vector e.i to capture in fluences of past value of itself and that of other pro cesses. For each node i and x� E {O, 1 }, we generate a kernel (as in (1» with p(x�lx�-\x��( �)) ex
. yye cons) er tr ee types of directed graphs; tree (only solid edges), class 1 graphs where we put long loops at the end of a tree and class 2 graphs where for each directed (solid) edge (i, j ) of the tree we put another edge (j, i) (see Fig. 4a ). For a fixed graph, we consider two cases, 1) Vi E [0.2,1] and eji E [0.5,1], and 2) Vi E [0.5,1] and eji E [0.5,1], where these coefficients are chosen uniformly at random. In all the plots we present probability of successful (no extra or missing edge) recovery at different sample sizes. Fig. 4b presents performance of our algorithm with pa rameters as in case 1 for class 1 and class 2 graphs. Note that class 2 graphs are harder to learn compared to the class 1 graphs due to the presence of strong circular dependency. A point to note from the plot is that the sample complexity grows slowly with number of nodes as stated in the Theorem v.l.
To compare the performance of our algorithm with a benchmark we choose directed mutual information based Chow-Liu type algorithm proposed specifically for trees in [17] . This algorithm that learns only directed trees is asymptotically optimal if the process is stationary. In Fig. 4c we present comparisons of our algorithm with that of [17] . As observed Chow-Liu performs better in terms of sample complexity as it is restricted to trees where pairwise statistics are sufficient to learn the graph. On contrary an algorithm designed for a general graph has to estimate statistics (di rected conditional entropy in our case) involving at least three processes. As the sample complexity to estimate statistics is proportional to the number of variables (nodes), requirement of l.5 times samples compared to Chow-Liu is unavoidable for an algorithm for general graphs.
Next to compare on general graphs we use the well known logistic regression proposed in [2] for Ising models. Note that the simulated process is not i.i.d Ising model but the transition probability is equivalent to an Ising function. Thus we can use logistic regression to learn this model if we consider the process (X t-I , X t ) and for each i consider two separate nodes i and i-for processes {Xi (t) } and {Xi-(t) = Xi (t -1)} respectively. Fig. 4d is obtained after optimally tuning of regression parameters. As logistic regression bases strongly on independence between samples this does not extend well to processes even when the kernel is Ising-like. For general Markovian multivariate processes our algorithm would be more useful in many applications.
VII. PROOF OF THEOREM VI
Note that our algorithm is based on directed conditional entropy estimates computed using empirical probability dis tribution. Next, we quantify the difference between these empirical estimates and their true value, i.e. estimation error, in terms of number of samples available to the algorithm. 
Before we prove Lemma VILl, we state a Chernoff style concentration bound for Markov Chains due to [25] , which help us prove Lemma VII.l. The following theorem states that the probability that the empirical mean of a function of state space of a Markov chain is far from its expected value decays exponentially with the number of samples used to calculate empirical mean. Here the expectation of the function is over the invariant distribution of the underlying Markov chain. We state the theorem in slightly weaker form that is sufficient for our purpose. For more details on the following result, readers may refer to [25] . know that evolution of this vector process is Markovian with transition probability defined in (1 
Note that
Next, applying Theorem VII.2 we get (11) lP' [ I A ( -1 -2) ( -1 -2) 1 > � ( -1 -2) J P Xi ,XA 'Xk -P Xi ,X A 'Xk _ Ep Xi ,X A 'Xk < 2C(7r )ex ( -E'2p(Xi ,X::;: \x k2)(n -2) ) -1 p 72T -y where T -y is the ,-mixing time for the Markov chain Y which is same as mixing time for X. lP' [ llp (Xi ' X ::;: \ x k2) -p(Xi ,X::;: \x k2) 11 1 2': E' J :s; p(; ) I X ID + 1 2C(7r 1 ) ex p ( _E' 2 ��;-y -2) ) (12) where ,\ > 0 is a uniform lower bound on P (Xi ' X ::;: 1 , x k2) for all (Xi , X ::;: 1 , X k2) E XI A I+2. For the choice of n specified in the statement of Lemma VIU, the quantity in right hand side in (12) is bounded by 6.
• Note that fiO = H(fi). By choosing E' suitably we can show that empirical entropy and true entropy values are � close and this follows using the following inequality [24] . IIH(P) -H( P) II , " -l i p -P lI , log l i p I�� I I , (13) Given E = 2 E' log I � I this inequality implies that In what follows, the rest of the ingredients of proof of Theorem V.l are presented in the following order. First we prove that steps 4-16 of the algorithm output a parent set estimate for each node, which contains the true parent set and does not contain any ancestor node. Then we show that size of this parent set estimate is 0(1) and pruning recovers the true parent set with high probability. Since the learnt parent set is 0(1), pruning step has polynomial computational complexity in p. We prove the main theorem using the following two lemmas which are true at the same time with probability at least 1 -0 by the lelmna VII. 1.
Lemma VII.3. For n in Lemma VIl.l with high probability, fo r each i E V we have that the parent set learnt at the end of step 16, pa( i), contains pa( i), and fo r any node j E pa( i) \pa( i), there does not exist a directed path fro m j to i.
Moreover, we have that Ipa( i) I < 'fI d + 'fl.
Proof For this proof we only need to consider the steps 5-16 that we call the greedy part of the algorithm. By inequality 14, under assumption 3 step 9 ensures that no non-parent ancestor node that has a directed path to node i is included in pa( i). Similarly by assumption 4 and inequality 14, the algorithm does not include any non-ancestral node which is more than d distance (in d(·, . ) as defined in Sec.
V-A) away from node a. Therefore, the parent set estimate pa( i) at the end of the step 16 contains only parents and non-ancestor nodes that are within d distance. Since the underlying undirected graph is degree bounded by 'fI, size of the set pa( i) is at most 'fI d + 'fl. Also note that as the size of the conditioning set at any step of the greedy algorithm is bounded by the size of the estimated parent set plus one, substituting D = 'fI d + 'fI in Lelmna VII.1 shows that sample complexity for a greedy step is of the same order as in Lelmna VII. 1.
Note that Pa( i) never includes a non-parent ancestor node.
Hence using inequality 14, it follows from assumption 2 that at any stage of the algorithm adding a true parent node to the estimated parent set reduces directed conditional entropy by more than E. Therefore, the greedy part never fails to include a true parent.
• Lemma VII .4. For n in Lemma VIl.l, fo r each node i E V the pruning process recovers the true parent set with high probability.
Proof As the algorithm removes one node from the conditioning set at each pruning step, size of the conditioning set is upper bounded by 'fI d + 'fl. Thus, the sample complexity result follows.
By inequality 14 and assumption 2, removing a true parent node from the estimated parent set always increases estimated directed conditional entropy by more than E. Thus a true parent node is never dropped during a pruning step. By lemma VII.3, pa(i) contains pa(i). Hence the inequality 14 along with Markov property of the underlying directed graph imply that removing any non-parent node increases estimated directed conditional entropy by an amount strictly less than E. Hence any non-parent node is removed during pruning process.
• Complexity result follows similarly as in [1] . Note that by Lenuna VII.l, the statements of Lemmas VII.3 and VIlA are true at the same time with high probability 1-0. Theorem V.1 follows by combining these lemmas.
